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Foreword
Twenty years ago, under the enlightened leadership of His Majesty the Fourth
Druk Gyalpo Jigme Singye Wangchuck, and the generous support of our development partners, the Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation
was created to pilot long-term financial sustainability for environmental conservation and management.
Today, it is a privilege to be associated with this pioneering organization that
has benefited the legal, institutional and operational framework for environmental protection and biodiversity conservation in Bhutan, and demonstrated to the world the relevance and effectiveness of a sustainable financing
mechanism. Its social welfare mission attests the fund’s important role, and
the principle enshrined in our Constitution to maintain 60 percent of Bhutan
under forest cover in perpetuity.
Although, globally the loss of biodiversity, disappearance of species and genetic resources outpace it natural rate by 50-100 times, Bhutan has emerged
to this millennium with large portion of its natural environment still intact.
However, Bhutan needs economic growth and balancing economic development and environmental management is very crucial.
In keeping with the global and national conservation challenges the Bhutan
Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation has come up with the second
Strategic Plan for implementation of its work during the period 2010 to 2015.
The plan’s purpose is to identify the interrelated areas for program implementation and define the strategies for achieving its mandate and keeping abreast
with the conservation challenges of contemporary world.
I commend the Board, Asset Management Committee and the Technical Advisory Panel and the Secretariat of the Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental
Conservation in the development of the second Strategic Plan 2010 and wish
them successful implementation.
Tashi Delek!!!
Lyonpo Pema Gyamtsho, PhD.
(Chairman)
There are just 200 WBH in the world and 26 of them are found in Bhutan
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Vision
We envision a Bhutan in which all citizens champion their natural
heritage of healthy forests, clean waterways, diverse flora and fauna
and intact ecosystems; and each adult and child takes personal
responsibility for maintaining a green and healthy environment for
themselves and future generations.
With the guidance of our King, traditional respect for nature, and
commitment to achieve development by means of the four pillars of
Gross National Happiness, Bhutan will continue to provide global
leadership in conserving and nurturing its precious environment for
the benefit of all the world’s citizens.
The role of the Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation is
to provide leadership and funding for local communities, civil society
organizations and government agencies as they collectively strive to
realize this vision.

Mission
Promote the socio-economic welfare of Bhutanese citizens by funding
conservation of their flora, fauna, diverse eco-systems and biodiversity; and
addressing the adverse effects of economic development on Bhutan’s natural
environment.
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INTRODUCTION
This is the second Strategic Plan, 2010 to 2015 is the second such plan for
the Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation (BTFEC). The first
Strategic Plan addressed the most pressing environmental conservation issues facing Bhutan in 1990s. But the development of mass communications,
consumerism, increased emphasis on economic development and the establishment of a Constitutional Democracy during the decade of 2000 created
new challenges to environmental Conservation. In 2011 the BTFEC must
now consider additional threats to habitat and biodiversity within Bhutan and
make appropriate adaptation to its funding priorities.
This second plan remains consistent with The Royal Charter of 1996 of the
BTFEC, which created the Fund. It also represents the intentions of “Donors”
who provided the initial capital to endow the Trust Fund.
In its preamble the Charter states the reason that the Bhutan Trust Fund for
Environmental Conservation was established.
The species is listed as critically endangered worldwide (IUCN 2008)
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“WHEREAS the Kingdom of Bhutan desiring to protect its pristine natural
environment and the abundant biodiversity for the Bhutanese people and
mankind at large has willed and desired to establish a Trust Fund for the
conservation of environment and biodiversity”
The Charter’s stated purpose is to govern management of the Fund’s investments and ensure that funds are used for programs that “promote social welfare through environmental conservation of the forests, flora, fauna, wildlife, diverse ecosystems and biodiversity.”

Situation Analysis
From the early 1990s until 2010, the country made significant progress in its
efforts to preserve the mandated forest cover and establish protected areas.
The sixty percent (60%) mandated forest cover is permanently enshrined in
the Constitution adopted in 2008 and the real percentage of forest cover is
significantly higher at seventy-two percent (72%).
The percent of Bhutan’s land permanently established in some form of protected area has risen from twenty-six percent (26%) to approximately fifty
percent (50%). The BTFEC has granted more than US$ 7 million in setting
up these protected area systems in Bhutan. Further, the BTFEC also supported the recurrent cost of recruiting over 200 additional staff during the
initial stages of establishing protected areas system in Bhutan. Another US$ 4
million was awarded for environmental education and awareness, civil society
development and critical scientific research.
Management plans for all the protected areas have either been developed or
implemented or are in the process of development, such as the management
plan for the newest park, Wangchuck Centennial Park. More than 300 Bhutanese individuals in various sectors, including the protected area staff, have
been sent for short-term, diploma and certificate level training by the BTFEC.
Additionally, more than 30 Bhutanese professionals from various relevant sectors have been funded to undergo long-term masters and PhD level training.
The Government, with financial support from the Trust Fund, has established
the Ugyen Wangchuck Institute for Conservation and Environment, a Government based research and training institute. This organization is mandated
to foster better stewardship of Bhutan’s natural heritage – land, water, air and
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species therein – through rigorous science based research and transmission of
cutting-edge science results to field practitioners, environmental leaders and
policy makers.
The Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental conservation provided substantial
funding ($11 million) over the course of the first Strategic Plan to the Ministry of Agriculture and Forests, Ministry of Education, National Environment
Commission, grass-root communities and the Royal Society for the Protection of Nature (RSPN) to help achieve these significant gains in preserving
Bhutan’s environment and biodiversity through creation of protected areas,
accompanying management plans, staff training, education and awareness
and research. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forests, with ongoing assistance from the WWF, the World Bank, international foundations, and India
and European governments, is able to maintain the protected areas and implement the management plans with varying degrees of success.
But creating protected areas alone is not sufficient. The large rural populations,
sixty-nine percent (69%) in and around these protected areas, have not been
able to participate equally in the benefits of economic development. The average real annual income of Bhutan’s citizens has risen on average by seven to
eight percent (7-8%) during the past 14 years but only by four to five percent
(4-5%) in the rural areas. There are always conflicts between the conservation of sensitive habitat and biodiversity and economic development, perhaps
none so dramatically as those associated with the recent decisions to harness
10,000 megawatts (MW) of Bhutan’s 30,000 MW potential by building dams
on nearly every major north/south watershed in the country.
Tourism remains another major, though somewhat fickle, source of foreign
capital but the protected areas, which are the destination of so many foreign
visitors, provide almost no added value to the tourist’s experience; nor are
there ways for the people within these areas to directly benefit from the presence of visitors.
Although the high rate of population growth has decreased (3.1% to 1.3%)
the high percentage (50-60%) of young people is still a cause of concern. The
demands on the natural resources in the rural areas, both within and outside
protected areas could increase substantially. Rural/urban migration is bringing drastic changes in lifestyle, economic expectations, an increasing rate of
unemployment among the youth, and even more serious social issues.
Herons were first sighted by His Majesty the Fourth King of Bhutan in 1976
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The transition to a Constitutional Democracy gives an even greater incentive
to rural people to demand electricity and roads and the conveniences of a
modern consumer society. The streams and rivers within the protected areas are becoming contaminated with battery acid and fertilizer run-off and
choked with plastic refuse. Both primary and farm roads are built without
proper soil testing and stabilization and the resulting debris from construction and the almost inevitable annual landslides are ruining habitat and further polluting and blocking waterways.
Wardens, park guards and forest guards in the protected areas have been
trained to prevent illegal harvesting of forest products and to prevent or penalize farmers who kill protected species that have killed their farm animals.
They also monitor for contamination of waterways, destruction of sensitive
habitats and other forbidden activities. But it remains to be determined as to
how effectively and efficiently their patrolling and monitoring is in meeting
these goals.
The forest guards sometimes don’t have the tools to stop illegal behavior or
impose any kind of penalties. Because half of Bhutan’s land is in some form of
protected status, wardens are not able to enforce all the rules everywhere and
at all the times. The people must be helped to understand the effects of destructive behavior and to develop alternatives that both satisfy their legitimate
demands for economic development and protect the environment, which is
the basis of their livelihoods.
A few efforts at integrated conservation and development programs (ICDPs)
have successfully slowed the destruction of critical wetlands, and provided
limited economic alternatives to harvesting of forest products. But there are
not enough ICDPs and the ones that exist require intensive investments of human and economic resources. Better models are urgently needed on a much
broader scale.
It is not just the inhabitants of rural areas who endanger biodiversity and
threaten the health of the forests. Large scale economic development efforts
such as public sector dams and private sector mines are required to perform
environmental assessments and either seek less destructive alternatives or
provide adequate mitigations for the habitats and species they damage and
destroy. However, it is widely agreed that enforcement of these mitigations
is either non-existent or not effective. Consequently there is significant environmental damage from these projects to important farming land, sensitive
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waterways and endangered species.
Finally, there are serious threats to Bhutan’s natural environment and biodiversity from external sources. Climate change is already manifesting in a
dramatic way in the Himalayas and consequently in Bhutan. Floods from
the collapse of naturally created dams at high elevations threaten to wipe out
whole river valleys. Variations in precipitation and other changes in water
sources in many rural areas are changing cultivation patterns and endangering the historical livelihoods of nearly seventy percent of rural Bhutan’s population.
Bhutan has been hugely successful in accomplishing its goals of creating protected area systems and of creating management plans and putting trained
personnel in place to implement them. But the challenges to preserving habitat and bio-diversity and to maintaining them for the benefit of all Bhutanese,
indeed the world, are immense. There isn’t even a proper inventory yet of
habitat and flora and fauna that require protection.
The Department of Forest and Park Services, several civil societies organizations, including RSPN, and a number of international programs sponsored by
the World Bank, UNDP and WWF are working collectively to prevent environmental disasters but there are huge unmet needs and the pre-occupation
of the government, as manifest in its 10th Five Year Plan, is poverty reduction
along with environmental conservation and economic development.
Never in the history of the Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation has there been a greater need for it to assume leadership in identifying
prioritizing conservation threats and opportunities, working with partners to
conceive the programs that can best address these priorities, encouraging the
creation of indigenous capacity to design and manage programs to protect
habitat and biodiversity and providing the funding for program implementation. The Trust Fund is now ready to take the next step in actualizing the
dreams and intentions of those who conceived it twenty years ago.
Mapping, authorizing legislation, management plans and trained staff for protected areas have been more or less successfully implemented. Now it is increasingly important that those concerned with environmental conservation
need to understand the diverse habitats and immense biodiversity of those
protected areas and related rural areas and identify the threats to their conser-
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vation. The people of Bhutan cannot rely solely on the government or civil societies to find the balance between economic development and environmental
protection. Rural residents must become the first line defenders of their natural heritage based on understanding both immediate and long-term benefits
to themselves and subsequent generations.

Purpose of the Second Strategic Plan
This second Strategic Plan is the first of several documents to establish the
Fund’s priorities and provide guidelines for implementation of its work during
the period 2010 to 2014-2015. The plan’s purpose is to identify the interrelated areas for program implementation and define the strategies for meeting
the goal of this whole initiative. A detailed action plan will be written to: 1)
specify the guidelines for program funding; 2) allocate monetary resources
among the program areas; 3) specify the requirements for project implementation; 4) create systems for monitoring and evaluation and 5) lay out a course
for improving the performance and operations of the Trust Fund itself.
In addition to the Action Plan, a Financial Plan will be designed to improve
investment returns and increase the principal through additional donations.
Before it can legitimately request additional principal donations, the Trust
Fund must demonstrate its determination, competence and success in achieving the goals of this Strategic Plan through rigorous implementation of the
Action Plan.
In summary, the seven program areas defined in this strategic plan are intended to collectively achieve the goals defined in the Charter while extending the
reach of the Trust Fund’s program support to deal with the inter-related effects
of economic development on Bhutan’s natural environment and biodiversity.
The Fund’s primary emphasis remains on conserving the habitat and biodiversity of protected and rural areas while promoting an improved rural economy
and an enriched quality of life for all Bhutanese residents.
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HISTORY
Five successive wise Kings have guided Bhutan since 1907. Each made conservation of Bhutan’s extraordinary and intact natural environment a priority
in his efforts to protect and provide for the needs of the citizens of this small
but strategically located nation. In 2008, Bhutan became a Constitutional
Democratic Monarchy and conservation of the environment for the benefit of
the citizens has been enshrined in such constitutional mandates as the permanent preservation of a minimum sixty percent (60%) forest cover.
With the guidance of the Fourth King, the Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation was established in 1992 as a collaborative venture among
the Royal Government of Bhutan, the United Nations Development Program
and the World Wildlife Fund. An endowment of $21 million was created
to finance programs to protect and enhance the relatively intact natural environment and thus ensure the long-term welfare of a rural, agrarian based
society. Donors to the Fund included the Global Environment Facility, the
World Wildlife Fund and the Governments of Bhutan, Denmark, Finland, the
Netherlands, Norway and Switzerland.
The species mostly dwells in riverine broadleaf forests
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The Trust Fund was legally incorporated by means of a Royal Charter in 1996
and by 1997-1998, it had started funding projects. By 2001 the Management
Board of the Fund was fully composed of Bhutanese citizens.
The first Strategic Plan, prepared in 1997-1998, had the broad objectives of
financing a national system of protected areas with fully developed and implemented management plans using personnel trained by the Fund. Additionally
it planned to support other conservation organizations; to train professionals
in relevant conservation sciences; and to survey Bhutan’s biological resources
and create an information database. The plan also called for designing integrated conservation and development projects and for promoting education
and public awareness campaigns to support environmental conservation. A
small but effective secretariat to implement these funding objectives was envisioned.
A thorough evaluation has been proposed to determine the accomplishments
of the Trust Fund during its nearly twenty-year history. In 2009-2010, major
personnel changes in the Management Board and Secretariat were made and
in August 2010 the Board and newly installed Director decided to prepare a
second Strategic Plan. This document is the first step in defining the role the
Bhutan Trust Fund will play in leading and funding Bhutan’s environmental
conservation efforts.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
2010 – 2015
1. Refocus program and funding objectives
t
t
t
t

Define objectives for next five years
Focus funding on specific areas
Introduce Requests for Proposals in specific areas
Allocate annual budget among program areas

2. Update and clarify funding criteria
t
t
t

Develop funding criteria consistent with priorities
Adapt to changing conditions and emerging environmental issues
Require integration of development issues with green sector
impacts

The first Heron nest was sighted in Bhutan in 2003 at Zawa, Wangduephodrang
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t
t
t
t

Encourage innovation, pilot projects, replication and sustainability
Insist on co-funding and cost sharing when feasible
Define parameters for capacity building
Produce tangible outcomes

3. Improve project implementation
Publicize grant requirements and cycles
Develop annual secretariat work plans
Improve communication with grantees
Require environmentally responsible project management
Simplify log-frame requirements and provide training as necessary
t
Establish management continuity and accountability through
stronger contracts
t
Require community proposals be directed through village Gups
and utilize best methods in natural resource management
t
Reward successful project implementation
4. Strengthen systems for monitoring and evaluation
t
t
t
t
t

t
t
t
t

Conduct a comprehensive evaluation of programs and finances
every decade
Implement a consistent project monitoring system
Develop a protocol for individual project evaluation
Utilize project evaluations in mid-term and five-year strategic
planning cycles

5. Increase Trust Fund principal and maximize investment returns
t
t
t
t

Strengthen the process for investing and managing funds
Prepare a fundraising plan to increase principal
Develop mechanisms to earn income within Bhutan
Increase investment returns and annual project budgets

6. Improve organizational effectiveness
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t
t
t
t

Develop the secretariat team
Improve communications
Create awareness that the Fund belongs to Bhutanese citizens
Increase visibility, transparency and credibility

Guiding Principles and
Core Values
The social welfare of the Bhutanese people is the over-arching goal of the Fund.
Innovation and sustainability are encouraged in all aspects of the Fund’s operations.
Teamwork and collaboration are encouraged within BTFEC and with its conservation partners.
Talent, creativity and an entrepreneurial spirit are encouraged and rewarded
among the staff.
Full commitment to the goals and activities of BTFEC is expected of the staff,
Board of Directors and advisory committees.
The staff and Board are committed to responsible and transparent financial
management that maximizes income generation for project funding.
BTFEC partners with other development agencies, Bhutanese civil society
The Herons are extreme energy minimizer in the winters
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organizations (CSOs) and international non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) to maximize the effectiveness of its project expenditures.
The Fund acknowledges its responsibility to all Bhutanese communities and
to ensuring it is recognized as an asset of every Bhutanese citizen.

Core Values
The contribution of each member of the staff, committees and Board is acknowledged as vital to the organization’s success.
The Staff, Board and advisory members are collaboratively involved in decision-making and are encouraged to express differing opinions and suggest
creative solutions.
All communications and actions of any representative of the Bhutan Trust
Fund should be
conducted with courtesy, integrity and respect for the opinions of others.
Representatives of the Fund provide genuine leadership in the arena of environmental conservation and respectfully confront any attitudes and behaviors
that are detrimental to protecting, enhancing and sustaining Bhutan’s natural
environment.
The Fund insists on the highest quality in its work as well as in the projects it
supports.
The Fund is committed to collaboration with other agencies in supporting
worthy projects and encourages collaboration among its partners within the
government, non-profit and private sectors.
The Fund is committed to best practices and innovative thinking in its own
actions and in the projects it funds.
The Bhutan Trust Fund works in the service of “Tsa Wa Sum”, King, Country
and the People.
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The goals and process of
creating the strategic plan
The change of leadership at the Bhutan Trust Fund, both at the Board and
Secretariat level, during 2009 -2010 created an opportunity for the Fund to
re-examine its purpose, functions, project priorities and fiscal management.
The Board and Director (CEO) chose to undertake a multi-stage program to
create a strategic plan, a supporting action plan, a financial management plan
and a fundraising/communications plan. This document represents the first
stage of this program to update and reinvigorate the Bhutan Trust Fund.
In September 2010 the Secretariat organized a one-day workshop among
stakeholders from relevant agencies to lay the groundwork for the five-year
strategic plan. Through a series of exercises, a dozen participants agreed on
a set of recommendations concerning priority sectors and issues requiring
leadership and funding from the Bhutan Trust Fund. These recommendations were all incorporated into the subsequent planning exercise and resultant document.
Herons can stand still for 5 to 6 hours in one position on the tree.
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In November 2010 Dr. Judith Brown Meyers conducted a series of interviews
with members of the Management Board and representatives of the Asset
Management Committee and Technical Advisory Committee. She also facilitated a brain-storming session among experts from government, academia
and civil society. Using ideas and information from these discussions and
from wide-ranging government reports and related documents, as well as
findings from the stakeholders meeting, Dr. Brown and staff of the Secretariat
drafted the strategic plan.
This plan supplants the strategic plan that was adopted in 1997 and provides a
blueprint for the Trust Fund’s operations for its fiscal years 2010-2011 through
2015-2016. This new plan addresses changes in Bhutan that affect the natural
environment and focuses on key issues that its annual project budgets will
be able to sustain. The Trust Fund will provide leadership to both the government and civil society in tackling issues threatening the natural environment and in working with all Bhutanese citizens to understand, appreciate
and conserve the natural resources that will sustain and enhance their socioeconomic development. Finally, the strategic plan and subsequent enabling
documents will promote transparency regarding the Fund’s program priorities and financial management and will guide the growth of both the principal
and investment income.
Once the Management Board has approved the strategic plan, the secretariat
will prepare an action plan to guide day-to-day implementation of the strategic priorities. The Secretariat will also be responsible for developing a fundraising and communications plan for the purpose of telling the positive story
of the Trust Fund and laying the groundwork for raising additional capital.
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Organization chart of the

Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation
Thier courtship starts by the end of January and February
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Physical Features : 1.60 m tall, with distinct whitebelly and white crest.
Habitat : Roosts and nests on Tall Chir Pine Trees
(Pinus roxburghii).
Feeding Habitat : White-bellied Heron cannot
swim. They fish in the river in knee deep shallow
water.
Diet : Mainly fish. A young chick can eat 9 to 10
small fishes a day. Adults eat 6 to 8 medium size
fishes.
Courtship : When the rivers recede in the winter,
the white-bellied Herons start gathering along the
river banks pf Phochu and Punatshangchu. Courtships begin in the last week of January and last until
end of February.
Nest building : Starts from February to March.
Occasionally it might get delayed to April or May
due to accidents like forest fire.
Fledging period : It takes 70 to 75 days for the
heron chick to grow into a juvenile, learn how to fly
and fish, and finally fly away from the nest with its
parents.
27
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In Bhutan, Herons forage mostly in Punatsangchu and Bertichu and their tributaries
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Priority One
Refocus program
and
funding objectives

Herons makes thier nest in solitary places and does not encourage coloniality
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1. To maximize the effectiveness of it’s funding, BTF will focus on seven
subject areas during the next five years and adjust this strategy as necessary
during mid-term review of this strategic plan. The areas are:
a. Basic, baseline and critical research
b. Development issues that have direct impacts on the natural
environment
c. Climate change adaptation strategies
d. Awareness and education
e. Green sector projects
f. Rural/community projects
g. Integrated water resource management
a) Basic, baseline and critical research will be encouraged in the
following areas:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Discovery and inventories of flora and fauna
Traditional knowledge in the areas of environmental
conservation
Aquatic eco-systems
Select populations’ perceptions and knowledge of
environmental issues
Relationships between religious and spiritual belief
systems and behavior toward specific elements of the
natural environment

b) Economic development issues that have direct impacts on natural
environment
i.

Projects will be encouraged that focus on:
- solid waste management
- sewage treatment
- loss of habitat by uncontrolled development

c) Climate change adaptation strategies
i.
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Address the short term and long term impacts of
climate change on the ecosystems and species identi
fied to be at high risks

ii.
iii.

Help communities to tap climate change funds from
other sources
Develop of mitigations measures that will offset/
prevent climate change effects
- renewable energy
- bio-mass technology, alternatives and efficiencies

d) Awareness and education
i.
ii.
iii.

Projects that can be integrated into the \ existing
education system at all levels
Collaborative projects among CSO’s and
media organizations
Projects that focus on rural communities

e) Green sector proposals will be prioritized based on their adherence to
funding criteria with special emphasis being given to:
i.
ii.
iii.

Collaborative strategies among multiple
sectors and organizations
Key emerging issues with major immediate impacts
Reinforcement of previous BTF investments in the
National Park and protected area systems

f) Rural/community projects that integrate two or more of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Alternatives to livelihoods that have adverse environ
mental impacts
Community based natural resource management
Economic development impacts on the environment
Awareness of cause and effect from environmentally
destructive behaviors
Direct involvement of community and rural schools

g) Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM)
i.
ii.

Support projects that promote sound principles and
concepts in water resources management
Support advocacy, awareness and sound policies to
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iii.

promote water conservation and utilization
Encourage water resource management at community
level

2) BTF will revise its system for inviting proposals to include issuing requests for proposals (RFPs) in specific areas it believes require immediate
and increased attention.
a. The project director will periodically convene a meeting of cross-sector
experts to consider and recommend the following:
- emerging trends in all seven subject areas
- an inventory of projects being funded in each of the seven
subject areas
- gaps in project area funding that require focused and/or
immediate attention
- areas in which capacity to implement projects already exists
3) The annual budget for project funding will be allocated among the identified subject areas.
a. Budget ranges for each of the seven subject areas will be
established annually
b. Budget ranges will consider the following:
- Funds already allocated for multi-year projects
- The funding objectives of BTFEC
- The amount of funds being spent in each area from other
sources
- The likely impact of fund expenditure on the overall
environment
4) The funding objectives for the next five years can be summarized as follows:
a. Maximum effectiveness of BTF expenditures by focusing on
projects that have potential for visible and positive outcomes
b. Fund projects that will attract international co-funding
c. Fill critical gaps in existing funding of key conservation programs
d. Create greater equity in funding projects on regional and rural/
urban bases
e. For project approval promote unanimous or majority decision.
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Priority Two
Update and clarify
funding criteria

The heron rely upon rivers and streams as its sole source of food
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1) Funding criteria should be made consistent with the revised funding
priorities
a. Recognize that each of the funding priority areas will likely
require funding criteria that are appropriate to:
- the sector that the proposal addresses
-the size of the grant
b. Simplify the application process for small village based grants
2) Criteria should consider changing conditions and emerging
environmental issues
a. Bhutan Trust Fund will conduct its own annual analysis of issues
created by economic development within protected areas and in
other rural areas and adjust criteria for funding appropriately
b. Any resulting changes in the criteria will be included with the
announcement of each new grant cycle
c. When appropriate, proposals will be expected to include references
to changes in environmental conditions that will likely effect the project’s implementation and outcomes
3) Funding criteria should encourage integration of green sector and development issues when appropriate
a. Criteria for proposals addressing the green sector should consider
any relevant development issues, such as waste management, that
directly affect implementation of the project’s goals
b. Criteria for proposals addressing development related issues
should require that they address the effects of the project on
the green sector
4) Criteria for research projects should encourage use of innovative techniques when appropriate
a. Proposed innovative techniques should meet the following
standards:
- They are grounded in proven scientific practice
- It can be demonstrated that they are superior to techniques
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that have been used traditionally
- They can be replicated and easily adapted to local conditions
- They can be implemented with existing or easily procured
technologies
5) Funding criteria will encourage pilot projects that hold promise for replication
a. Because of the limitation of funds, pilot projects will be
encouraged when appropriate, especially if the issue concerned will
require much larger sums to be comprehensively addressed
b. Pilot projects are encouraged when they can be used to demon
strate at a small scale the likelihood of success when applied at
a larger scale
6) Criteria for all proposals should emphasize sustainability
a. In order to maximize the effectiveness of its limited funding, the
Fund will give priority to proposals that demonstrate the likelihood
that their outcomes will be sustainable without additional funding
from BTF
b. Criteria for research proposals will encourage demonstration of
intention to publish, share the results and make findings widely
and easily available.
7) Criteria for all proposals will include limitations for capacity building
a. Recognizing the limitations of its funding ability for the next five
years, BTF will balance the amounts it provides for capacity
building, basic research, and projects directed to the solution of
environmental issues.
b. Criteria for capacity building will focus on:
- in-country training
- training that is co-funded
- training that is likely to result in immediate application
- follow up to determine the use to which individuals put training
- filling critical gaps in available personnel for specific key
activities
8) Criteria will emphasize investments in projects with tangible outcomes
a. Research projects should result in information that meet one or
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more of the following objectives:
- adds to national baseline data
- can be put to immediate use
- supports implementation of environmental solutions
b. When feasible, awareness and education projects should
include measurement of pre- and post-project behavior,
understanding and/or intention to change
c. Pilot projects, demonstration projects and projects to implement
solutions to environmental problems shoulde include targets for
improvement and evidence of success and be able to document
their results via mediums that are accessible to a maximum
number of people
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Priority Three
Improve project
implementation

River mining is a major of disturbance for herons
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1. Publicize grant requirements and cycles
a. Continually update announcement of grant requirements and
cycles on the website
b. Bi-annually announce the requests for proposals including grantee
requirements, filing deadlines, funding criteria and process for
decision-making by using print media, radio stations, television
station and word-of-mouth
c. Request relevant government agencies and other CSOs to
distribute the request for proposals and accompanying
information to rural communities that may not have sufficient
access to mass media
2. Prepare annual work plan for project activities and budget
a. Involve project management team
b. Make project manager accountable for timely implementation of
project activities
3. Build more effective communication system with grantees
a. Identify project manager and develop sound working relationship
b. Promote transparency by sharing relevant information from both
sides
4. Recognize successful project implementation
a. Send letter of recognition from the Chairman to the grantee
b. Publicize successful projects through media
c. Provide funds for information sharing and lessons-learned
conference(s) at local/national level
5. Require co-funding and utilize cost sharing when appropriate
a. Encourage grantees to explore co-funding and provide assistance
as appropriate
b. Encourage sharing of costs, expertise and technologies among
grantees
6. Ensure environmentally responsible project management
a. Conduct environment impact assessment if project warrants it
b. Assess all alternatives to possible negative environmental impacts
and utilize appropriate mitigations
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7. Identify best methods for engaging communities in natural resource management
a.Utilize traditional values and practices
b.Reward systems for behavior modification
c.Offer alternative livelihoods
8. Simplify log-frame requirements in project proposals and provide training
as necessary
a. Conduct in-country training on how to develop log-frames
b. Where required, assist grantees with log-frame development
9. Encourage management continuity for duration of project
a. Insist on qualified and dynamic project manager for the duration
of the project
10. Require greater accountability in grantee progress reports
a. Grantees should submit proficient reports on time
b. Develop mechanisms for enforcing these requirements
11. Strengthen contracts in the following ways.
a. Contracts with CSOs and individuals will be signed by grantee
b. Require implementing agency signature on contracts with GNH
Commission for government grants
c. Provide for termination of funding for violations of project
agreements
12. Recommend that community generated proposals be coordinated with
village Gups in their capacity of local governance
a. All grant proposals to be coordinated with village Gups to ensure
accountability, transparency and reduce duplication
b. Encourage formation of village level committees to execute projects
c. Recommend that CSOs submitting proposals for projects in rural
areas create partnerships with village committee(s)

Herons always nests on tall Chir Pines (Pinus roxburghii) trees
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Priority Four
Strengthen systems
for monitoring and
evaluation
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1. Undertake a thorough evaluation of Trust Fund grants from the organization’s inception
a. Select consultant to conduct the evaluation
b. Prepare work plan and budget for the evaluation
c. Include major functional areas of funding
- Development and management of protected areas
- Capacity building
- Institutional development
- Public awareness
- Research and database creation
d. Prepare executive summary that can be used
independent of the full report
e. Distribute full report to original funders, prospective
funders, relevant government agencies and interested
members of the public
2. Develop a monitoring system for funded projects in order to increase transparency, effectiveness and efficiency of projects as they are being executed
a. Include a monitoring system in each approved work plan
with methodologies and indicators for that specific project
b. Identify consistent monitoring activities for all work plans
including:
- Quarterly spending against proposed budget
- Activity completion as per the work plan
- Performance and accomplishments of the project
manager(s)
3. Create a system for evaluating each project upon its completion to measure
the impact of BTF’s funding
a. Define role of BTF staff in evaluation
b. Develop tools for evaluation to ensure continuity and
comparability
c. Include specifications for grantee’s role in evaluation in the
grant contract
d. Determine what kinds of projects will require external
eval uation
e. Establish criteria for selecting external evaluators
4. In preparation for each five-year strategic plan and mid-term up
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date, review and summarize program evaluations to
assist planning in each subject area.
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Priority Five

Increase fund
principal and
maximize
investment returns

Breeding herons spend less time for feeding by catching small fish for their broods in stream
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1. Improve process for investing and managing funds
a. Develop capacity of the Asset Management Committee- Recruit members with skills/experience required to
oversee BTF investments
- Encourage all members to take active role in
understanding, reviewing and responding to
recommendations from investment advisors
b. Select and work with an asset management firm in the U.S.
- Establish requirements for selecting an
investment management firm in the U.S.
- BTF representatives meet with pre-screened firms
and request proposals for asset management
- BTF Board, Asset Management Committee and staff
review proposals and select best candidate
- Sign agreement with selected firm for asset
management and give authority for approved
investments
- Establish regular reporting and communications
between the asset management firm and the Asset
Management Committee
2. Determine the best U.S. tax status for BTF to maximize opportunities for
raising endowment funds
a. Select a U.S. non-profit tax attorney to represent BTF
b. Request an opinion on whether to change the tax status
from 501C(4) to 501C(3) or other appropriate tax
designation
- Compare annual costs associated with each tax status
- Compare legal requirements for tax-deductible dona
tions from individuals and various kinds of
foundations
c. Secretariat and investment committee recommend
preferred tax Status to Board for an appropriate decision
3. Create and implement fundraising plan to augment the principal of
the fund
a. Establish goal of $10 million new investment in 5 years
-Ensure that the Fund’s credibility and transparency is
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firmly grounded in visible behavior and adherence
to implementing this strategic plan
- Create a plan to raise funds from U.S., European,
Bhutanese and select Asian sources
b. Create a favorable attitude to donating to BTF among
Bhutanese citizens
- Develop the understanding that BTF is Bhutan’s
“savings account for the environment”
- Emphasize the traditional view of the spiritual
nature of the environment (BTF as the guardian of
the Environment)
c. Employ consultant to coordinate fund-raising activities by
BTF representatives
- Research appropriate funding sources
- Establish contacts and provide background
information
- Set up meetings with prospective donors for BTF
representatives
- Create materials to support fund-raising
d. Coordinate fundraising activities with public communica
tion activities designed to create awareness of BTF
e. Investigate possible fundraising opportunities in Canada,
Europe and select Asian countries
- Include in the fundraising plan activities to pursue
additional funding from original European investors
in BTF
- Investigate possible sources of donations from select
Asian countries including India, Singapore and Japan
4. Develop mechanisms to reinvest funds from appropriate activities in
Bhutan
a. Explore possibility of investing a percentage of funds from
National Park fees levied on tourists
b. Investigate other possible sources of funds from
eco-tourism activities
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c. Explore possibility of receiving a percentage of
hydro-electric revenues
5. Increase funds available for supporting projects
a. Establish an annual project expenditure budget projected
for five years, but which will be reviewed in three years to
accommodate major changes in the world’s financial markets
b. Develop an investment strategy that prioritizes program
funding over protection of accumulated capital resulting from
years of low project funding
c. Include protection of the original principal investments and
a portion of the accumulated capital returns in the
investment strategy
d. Make an increase in average annual returns from capital
gains and interest and dividend income a goal of the
investment strategy
e. Utilize reinvested capital gains from previous years if
necessary to maintain authorized project budgets
f. Primarily rely on new principal donations to increase the
Fund’s endowment
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Priority Six
Improve organizational effectiveness

Herons generally do not allow close approach by humans
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1. Develop the secretariat team
a). Establish systematic communications among all staff
- bi-monthly staff meetings
- sharing of relevant information through emails
b). Improve the skills and capacity of all staff as appropriate
- provide appropriate training for staff that is directly
related to performance of their respective duties;
- establish an annual budget for each division for
capacity development
- give authority to the Director for final approval for
staff training within the budget approved by the Board
c). Augment the staff to more effectively manage and
monitor projects
- Use qualified interns and consultants when appropri
ate and possible for special or one-time projects to
minimize special project costs and extra burden on
existing staff
- Division chiefs will prepare annual proposals
for full-time staff required to support augmented
work load
-Division chiefs will prepare bi-annual proposals for
consultants and interns required for special projects
and one-time assignments
d). Increase the professionalism of all staff
- Develop professional standards for each employee
to be included in their terms of reference and
measured in their performance evaluations
e). Improve performance evaluations
- Develop annual goals and specific benchmarks to
be included in each employee’s performance
evaluations
- Require that supervisors use the benchmarks to
evaluate performance and ensure that all
employees know they will be evaluated using the
benchmarks
2. Develop an improved system for communications between the Board and
Secretariat
a. Secretariat will submit to the Board a semi-annual report
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that includes the following:
- List of on-going funded projects
- Fund disbursements for secretariat operations and
project implementation
- Capacity development of the staff
- Summary of changes in the Fund’s principal and
investment income
3. Create awareness among the Bhutanese population that the Fund belongs
to them
a). Develop a plan for creating awareness of the Fund among
all segments of Bhutanese society, including rural
communities.
b). Include in this plan the following:
- Public service announcements
- A statement in each project contract requiring the
grantee to explain the purpose and public ownership
of the Trust Fund to all involved in the project
- Request Ministers and other key government
officials to explain the existence and purpose of the
Fund when they meet with local communities about
environmental and development issues
- Identify a wide-range of means to get the message
to local communities, especially in rural areas,
that they can apply for funding from the Trust Fund
for projects to benefit their respective areas
4. Increase visibility and credibility of the Trust Fund nationally and interna
tionally
a). Prepare a brief paper explaining the purpose and goals
of a public relations and communications plan for the
Fund and include in this paper the following:
- Goal of the Trust Fund to raise additional capital in
order to increase money available to support
projects
- Need to address negative impressions of the fund
among potential international donors and provide
positive information about the goals of the Fund
going forward
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- Need to let Bhutanese agencies, non-profits and
communities within Bhutan know the goals and
intentions of the Fund going forward
b). Create a Public Relations and Communications Plan with
the primary purpose of supporting fundraising.
- A five-year program to enhance name recognition
and positive identity of the Trust Fund both within
Bhutan and among international funders,
including important Foundations, select govern
ments and international funds
- Specific five-year goals
- A budget
- Benchmarks for measuring annual success
c). Perform annual review of public relations activities and
progress against benchmarks and adjust program as
necessary to meet five-year goals
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